
Planting and pruning 

 
Plants can generally be bought either as potted or as bare root. Bare root trees are usually 
cheaper! 
 
Planting bare root trees 
These should be planted to the level the soil came to at the nursery – look for a ‘tidemark’ on 
the trunk. Dig a hole and loosen the bottom and sides. 
Put a stake in before the tree – vertically. The stake should be short – longer stakes create a 
weak point in the stem of the tree above the top of the stake. The role of the stake is to 
anchor the roots and the bottom of the trunk – not to stop the whole tree flexing! The tree can 
then be planted so its roots can be arranged to avoid the stake. Tie the very top of the stake 
to the tree only. 
 

 
(This stake is too high!) 

 
 
Planting potted trees 
 
Remove the top layer of soil from the potted tree. The tree should then be planted a little 

lower than ground level, so that the area where the removed 
soil was removed can be replaced with new soil, i.e. the soil 
should come up to the original level before it was removed. A 
stake should be put in after the tree in this case, and diagonally. 
Position the stake on the windward side, so the prevailing wind 
blows the tree away from the stake, to avoid rubbing, which 
would create raw patches vulnerable to disease. The triangle 
formed between the ground and the point at which the stake 
crosses the tree should be no bigger than a person’s foot. 

Again, the stake should be fairly short. 
 
Mulching   

 
When mulching leave a gap around the base of the tree. The mulch 
should form a band around the tree. Don’t be afraid to mulch quite 
widely – 90% of a tree’s roots spread away from the tree close to the 
surface. 
 
 



Pruning 
Rules of pruning: 

1. If at all possible, don’t prune! 
2. Always prune to (i.e. just above) something, e.g. a bud, a side branch etc. 
3. Winter pruning stimulates vegetative growth. 
4. Soft fruit is normally pruned in late spring-early summer (e.g. June) – this is to avoid 

silverleaf disease. 
5. Trained fruit are usually pruned in late August. 

 
*In fact current thinking says the cut should be a bit flatter than shown above... 

 
For larger branches, a pruning saw can be 
used, or even a bowsaw. An additional cut can 
be made above the final cut, to relieve weight. 
Then the pruning cut should be made, above 
the wrinkly section that is often found at the 
junction of branches. Ideally start from below 
and finish the cut from above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reasons to prune 

 Diseased, damaged or dead (the three Ds) 

 Maintenance of tree shape 

 Prevent branches crossing or rubbing 

 To increase fruit production 

 To stimulate vegetative growth (in a young tree) 

 H+S 
*suckers are best removed by pulling them off when first noticed! 

 
Formative pruning – to form the shape of a tree in the first few years of its life. 
Pruning harder and deeper on a branch will stimulate growth more than than gentler pruning. 
So to rectify uneven growth of branches, the longer/stronger one should be pruned LESS 
than the smaller, weaker one. 
 
Regulatory pruning maintains the shape of a tree in later life. 
 
 



 
Summary 
1. One of the best times for planting bare root trees is late autumn/early winter. 
2. To encourage vegetative growth, pruning should be done in winter/very early spring. 
3. Stimulating growth is important when renovating trees or forming a framework, 

though over-stimulation of vegetation may reduce fruit production. 
4. Training branches down towards the horizontal is more likely to stimulate fruit 

production. 
5. Regulatory pruning maintains shape and good air movement as well as hygiene. 


